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SIGNATURE OF YUGOSLAV-FRENCH
TRADE AGREEMENT

ISSUE OF TREASURY NOTES
IN YUGOSLAVIA
It has been declared by the Yugoslav Minister of
Finance that the amount of Treasury Notes (500 mil
lion dinars) already in circulation will be raised to
1000 millions by the issue of new Treasury Notes for
the purpose of covering the Budget deficit. The new
Treasury Notes will run for 2 years and will bear
interest at the rate of 5%.

The new Yugoslav-French trade agreement was
signed in Belgrade, in December, by M. Bastide, the
French Minister of Trade. The new agreement pro
vides for an increase of Yugoslavia's exports to
France and for the regulation of previous clearing
transactions. The French delegation, as is stated by
the “ Vreme" in Belgrade, has agreed to almost all
the wishes of Yugoslavia, and the French Govern
ment has provisionally undertaken to buy 10.000
wagon loads of wheat from Yugoslavia.
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FOOTBALL
By far the most outstanding event of the last
month of the year was the match between England
and Hungary. It was a worthy trial of strength be
tween British football with all its traditions and
Central European football, which is the best on the
Continent, It is always a great event for Continental
footballers when they have the opportunity of meet
ing England's representative team, and the Hungarians
are particularly proud that the team representing
Hungary's colours were able to play in London, on
the beautiful grassy ground at Arsenals.
Not only the players themselves, but also all the
Hungarian at home recall with gratitude the friendli
ness and kindness shown towards the Hungarian team
by British public opinion in general. The greetings in
Hungarian in the "Star" and the “ Evening News", the
badges with the letter H on a ground of the Hun
garian colours, and numerous other small attentions
all go to show that the warm sympathies felt by the
Hungarian nation for Britain's sons are not wholly
unrequited.
The particulars of the match appeared in all the
daily newspapers, so we shall not repeat them. But
we feel bound to state that in spite of being beaten
by 6 goals to 2 the Hungarian team has no reason
to feel ashamed of itself. Its play was good, sound
football. The one fault was that the Hungarians were
not so quick to shoot in front of the goal, and this
gave the English players the advantage which won
the day. English sporting papers stressed the point
that the game was fair and sporting throughout.
That this was so may also be judged by the behaviour
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of the crowds of spectators, who often broke out into
a storm of applause for the Hungarian visitors.
After the London match the Hungarian team
played one against Ireland and won by 3 goals to 2.
On the way home they had a match with Holland's
representative team which they also won ( 1: 0) after
some excellent work.

SPORT FLYING
The success of last year's "Pilot Pic-nic" and the
"Balaton Flying Star" tour has induced those con
cerned to create possibilities of regular air tourism in
Hungary. Hitherto only the aerodromes at Matyasfold and Balatonkiirt near Siofok were big enough to
allow several machines to land and provide sufficient
accomodation, petrol and other necessities for them.
In order to encourage air tourism suitable flying
fields will have to be provided, partly by the establish
ment of new ones and partly by enlarging those
already existing at Sopron, Koszeg, Szombathely,
Pecs, Kiskunhalas, Kalocsa, Kecskemet, Bugac-Puszta,
Szeged, Debrecen, the Hortobagy, Miskolc, and the
Aggtelek Stalactite Cave. Preparations at those
places are so far advanced that by the spring of 1937
an adequate number of landing places will be ready
at almost all of them. It is also proposed to build
landing places at Keszthely, Eger and Veszprem.
All of these landing places will be arranged so
that air tourists from abroad will find everything they
require for their machines and to facilitate flying.
Machines will be looked after and properly hangared,
repairs provided for, all necessities at hand and
guides waiting to conduct visitors.
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